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INTRODUCTION

How easy is it for a brand to sell in the beauty category on Amazon? Well, in some

ways it’s a great way for a brand to enter the beauty market or expand their market

reach, but it’s also not going to be easy to reach the inner circle of Amazon’s

beauty ambitions, where the real selling happens.

Beauty is a $160-billion-a-year industry that any retailer should be taking note of,

so it’s no surprise that Amazon is aggressively pursuing beauty brands. Everyone

is talking about it too. The beauty and business worlds are responding to

Amazon’s push into the beauty market and taking a stab at predictions of what’s to

come.

Products so deeply connected to image and experience must be difficult to sell

online with stores like Sephora and MAC offering value-added services, like in-

store makeovers and free samples. Luxury beauty brands are holding out on

Amazon, regardless of Amazon’s push to overtake a large portion of this market,

but with Amazon Prime and the customer service that comes with services such as

Fulfilled by Amazon, this could be a great opportunity for brands big and small to

grow their customer base.

There is a huge amount of variety in this category, as you can tell from Amazon’s 15

best selling products (1) in the category from 2017. The cosmetic, hair care and skin

care items all come from different brands, some of which are relatively niche, but

luxury, producers. 

Now there’s news on the horizon that Amazon is going after the very high-end

brands  (2) that would normally be reserved for boutique windows on the most well

visited of shopping areas, but some of the most recognizable names in beauty are

resisting Amazon’s pull. Giants such as L’oreal and Clinique are still avoiding the

platform, despite rumoured courting from the eCommerce entity.

While they wait for the giants to come around, Amazon is building out an

impressive list of niche, but luxury, beauty brands. So, how does a beauty brand

looking to reach new audiences and new heights make themselves visible to

Amazon’s wandering eye? We’ll tell you right now, it won’t be easy, but we’ll take

our own stab at what it’s going to take.
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THE NEW BEAUTY OF AMAZON 

Quietly, in the summer of 2017, Amazon made the beauty category ungated for the

first time. Previously, brands needed to go through an approval process before

being able to list in the beauty category. So while this news makes it appear like it

should be easier than ever for beauty brands to sell on Amazon, they also

introduced two new sub-categories available through a specific application

process: Luxury Beauty and Professional Beauty. 

So you could say that Amazon has opened up the market for all kinds of brands to

sell next to the big labels, but then they created a little, very exclusive, club where

the real selling happens. Selling outside of these two categories in the plain old

beauty category means that brands may find it difficult to gain exposure, and sales.

Most of the best-selling brands are going to fall into these two, application based,

subcategories. This may be as a result of Amazon pushing them while leaving the

ungated category to its own devices. Or it could be that the products in the Luxury

and Professional categories are simply better. It’s probably a bit of both, but where

does that leave you? If your brand is determined to make its way into this exclusive

circle, we’ve got a few tips to move you a little closer, but first of all you need to

determine which category you really belong in.
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PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY

“What is Amazon Professional Beauty? Amazon has curated a

selection of high-quality products that can be found in professional

settings such as salons, spas, and dermatology offices.”

LUXURY BEAUTY

Defined by Amazon as “top brands to offer you a wide range of high-end products

for women and men”. That’s a pretty broad definition, but I guess it lets them

expand this category as little or as much as they like.

This category is home to unmistakable brands like Burberry and Calvin Klein;

brands people are accustomed to associating with luxury. But among these well-

known names are some top quality, but lesser known, brands (3). 

This is obviously the exclusive club that beauty brands want to be a part of, but

with no public guidelines on what will get your brand in it’s a guessing game as to

how a brand makes its way from the ungated beauty category into the luxury

category. However, we have a few clues as to what will get your brand noticed and

we’ll share them with you in the following pages.

The second subcategory within beauty that Amazon has gated is professional

beauty. Amazon has this to say about the Professional Beauty category:

These are the items your hair stylist stocks in her salon or a professional makeup

artist or theatre professional uses.  
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MAKING THE BEAUTY BIG LEAGUES 

So now that you know the lowdown on Beauty, Luxury Beauty, and Professional

Beauty, let’s talk about how you might make your way from the ungated free-for-all

to one of the exclusive clubs.

Amazon wants to bring on brands who are already getting attention and selling

well in retail environments or in the ungated beauty category. They’re not

interested in brands without any kind of following.  

If you’re already selling in the beauty category and want to increase sales and get

noticed, here are a few tips to make it happen:

1. Make Sure Your Product Claims Are Accurate and Honest

Shoppers spend a lot of money on beauty products (remember that $160 billion a

year we mentioned?), but the majority of these shoppers are discerning and will

not hesitate to write a detailed negative review if your product falls short of their

expectations.

2. Tell a Brand Story That Shoppers Want to Engage With and Support

The beauty industry is saturated with a plethora of products, so your brand needs

to stand out for shoppers. 

3. Two Words: Packaging Design

Make sure yours is current and looks like it belongs in a luxury beauty department.

You’ll also need to adhere to Amazon’s packaging and shipping guidelines  (4), like

a double seal on any products containing liquids or powders. Amazon also

requires sellers to label their products in accordance with The FDA’s guidelines for

cosmetics  (5). So, keep that in mind. 
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MAKING THE BEAUTY BIG LEAGUES 

4. Know Your Target Market

Are you selling an organic product? A niche product for a certain skin or hair type?

Work to understand which niche your product falls into and then do some research

to discover what that market is currently buying and why. Knowledge is power.

5. Build Really Good Product Listings

Descriptive headlines, optimized product descriptions, high-quality images (6); your

product listings need to be at their best on Amazon. Even if you’re a small

producer you need to appear like you belong in the Luxury category.

6. Encourage Reviews 

Encourage reviews through the Early Reviewer Program (7) and post-purchase

email sequences. Engage with your customer base and address both negative and

positive experiences. Also take care of your Questions & Answers section

promptly.

7. Leverage Amazon PPC 

Take advantage of Amazon’s PPC advertising programs (8) to attract visitors with

ads, especially when you’re trying to drive initial sales to capture some shopper

reviews. Get some PR coverage. Remember how we mentioned that Amazon is

interested in brands that already have buzz? Are your sales and reviews already

out of this world? Maybe it’s time to go looking for press, but only if you feel you

have a unique story to tell.
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AVOIDING THE HAZMAT TRAP

While the general beauty category is ungated at this time there are still some items

that are either prohibited from being sold on Amazon, or could be flagged as

hazardous materials ( hazmat).

Items that are most likely to be flagged for hazmat fall into categories such as

supplements, skin care, or anything ingested or used topically. Often these

subcategories are gated anyway, so you’ll need approval from Amazon to sell in

them in the first place. Amazon also watches out for potential shipping hazards in

the beauty category, considering that many liquids and gels that are common in

beauty products could have potentially dangerous reactions to changes in

pressure or temperature.

When selling beauty products on Amazon it’s wise to be prepared to fight a

hazmat flag with all the information you can find to back-up your product; prove its

origins, ingredients and safety. If you’d like to learn more about dealing with a

hazmat flag, or how to prepare for the eventuality of one, check out our blog post

on the topic (9).
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WHAT SHOULD I SPEND ON  
ADVERTISING TO BE SUCCESSFUL?

Here at Bobsled, we are fortunate to work with a variety of niche beauty brands,

many of which produce on-trend natural and luxury products, and we can confirm

that beauty is a competitive market. With average CPC among our beauty brands

brushing a relatively high $0.80 and ACoS averaging out at just over 25%. 

There are no free rides in the beauty category, but there is also a lot

of opportunity to be had here. One of our beauty brands increased sales by 1551%

same week Year Over Year (YOY). January 2017 (sales $879.69) - January 2018

($14,527.61). 
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REQUEST A CONSULTATION

ARE SHOPPERS FINDING YOU?

Amazon Beauty is attracting a lot of attention, and shoppers and brands alike are

starting to take notice. If getting in front of this audience is on your to-do list we

can help with that. Amazon might just be the key to making it from niche to luxury.

In order to make selling your beauty brand on Amazon a great success, you’ll need

to make all the right moves. Bobsled can help you make those moves by

employing the best listing optimization techniques, advertising methods, review

encouragement tricks, and much more. Contact us to find out more. 

 info@bobsledmarketing.com

Office: (646) 561-9936 

www.bobsledmarketing.com 

http://www.bobsledmarketing.com/contact/
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